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SafePe Co., Ltd. (“SafePe” or the “Company”) offers a unique position in the existing and wide network of crypto Exchanges  
that are not justified with the Liquid fiat currencies and peer to peer to our valued customers in the network of
cryptocurrency  across the globe. TradeSafeX is a peer-to-peer hybrid exchange offering by SafePe Co., Ltd. which stands 
unique in current  scenarios for the global uses to access cryptocurrencies and various markets for seamless utility for their
needs.

Today there is a revolutionary rise of Bitcoin and various cryptocurrencies which offers and created innovative ways to do  
payment & also remit online for financial transactions without middlemen or through or any other payment modes which
involve  services changes in case of credit or point-based transactions. The real potential of cryptocurrencies is to create a 
secured,  transparent and borderless exchange of services in the finance world.

The purpose of the whitepaper is to showcase the valuable offerings and features of the TradeSafeX, exchange. The unique and  
foremost purpose is to provide quick liquidity and a secured trading platform through its robust secured network. It also  
provides the community the most proficient executions of trade and exchange of services at highly competitive charges. LOOX  
coin is well designed by SafePe to act as the medium of exchange that can be utilized for exchanging various services like
Travel, Ecommerce and fees on TrandeSafeX Exchange. The part of fees collected from the offerings of LOOX will be utilized  
for strengthening and promoting the Network and various services for the growing community.

DISCLAIMER: This Whitepaper is for discussion purpose only. SafePe Co., Ltd does not guarantee the accuracy of the conclusions reached in this whitepaper.
Copyright © 2021 SafePe Co., Ltd
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Robust Order execution &
Exchange1
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Global Utility Services

Secured Crypto Management

SafePe strength
INTRODUCTION

SafePe provides Peer-to-Peer & Hybrid Exchange to the
community within the network and ecosystem with
multiple utility services for the community such as
Agriculture, Travel, e-commerce, etc.

SafePe



SafePe offers a variety of platforms  
across the globe for the community

TradeSafeX - Cryptocurrency  
exchange

Multiple Utility Services to the  
community such as Agriculture,  
Travel, Ecommerce, etc.

LOOX Coin for the community to  
exchange the services and get  
value for the trade

SafePe Network SafePe



TradeSafeX’s Mission is to Provide a Secured & Scalable Network for the Community to  
receive value for the trade & services.

TradeSafeX encourages & supports the cutting revolutionary technology Blockchain which  
enables the community across the borders to access the financial assets which are not  controlled 
by any single central authority. Today the information is freely available for the global  masses due 
to the ongoing digital revolution from the last few decades however there is still a  risk of privacy & 
security due to many instances. There is a strong need to liberalize the financial  markets with next-
gen technology and help the community to get the value of the services.

TradeSafeX's mission



SafePe - Multiple Platforms and Utility Services

TradeSafeX Book
The service includes Liquidity to all the KYC Approved
TradeSafeX account holders through the trading desk after
matching the customer orders from across the TradeSafeX
cryptocurrency exchange network. It also acts as primary
liquidity aggregator for all the other global external exchanges

TradeSafeX Instant
It is OTC (Over the Counter) platform which provides
services  for the account holders to buy and sell and act as a 
single  gateway to TradeSafeX Book.

TradeSafeX Prime
It is a platform for all the premium account holders who are  
interested to enter the crypto derivatives market.

TradeSafeX Token Stock
This is unique services for the approved KYC  
account holders to access all the token offerings &  
capital markets via the LOOX coin

TradeSafeX Commerce
The platform will provide utility services such as  
Agriculture, Utility needs, Travel, e-commerce, etc  
for the community

TradeSafeX will offer only margin trading for the
account holders at present. The developers will be  
launching other options and services for account  
holder portfolios soon



SafePe - Blockchain in Agriculture
SafePe is working on mission to benefit all the stakeholders from Framers to End consumers
involved directly & indirectly in the Food Supply chain systems. It is committed to bring
revolution by integrating Blockchain, new technologies & research combined with creating pubic
awareness for sustainable food. This will bring new opportunities to all the stakeholders in the
food value chain.

Farm to Fork Strategy Transition benefits

•Food security, nutrition and public health
• Promoting Transperent and fair trade
• Positive environmental impact
• Reverse the loss of biodiversity
•Fair economic returns to all  Stakeholders
• Technology Innovation & Research

Farm to Fork is the core goal aiming to make our Domestic  
food supply chain systems fair, healthy and environmentally-
friendly. COVID-19 pandemic crises are already impacting our  
Food chain supply systems if they are not sustainable in  
nature. It is important to redesign & reengineer food chain  
supply systems which today account for nearly 1/3rd of  Global 
CHG emissions, consume large amounts of natural  resources, 
result in biodiversity loss and negative health  impacts (due to 
both under- and over-nutrition) and do not  allow fair economic 
returns and livelihoods for all actors, in  particular for primary
producers.



SafePe Utility Solutions in Agriculture

Crop FinancingRental Equipments Irrigation Automation

Logistics &  
Warehouse Direct TRADE Buy & Sell Drone Services



The TradeSafeX's community will receive  
discounted LOOX Coin during IEO

To ensure an excellent community turnout, the  
token analysis is done closely

TradeSafeX will ensure a detailed review of IEO  
tokens and will allow them for getting listed and  
trade-in TradeSafeX. This can make the  
community reap the benefits of their token  
staking

LOOX Initial  Exchange OFFER  (IEO) SafePe



LOOX is a coin that will be a primary medium as a utility
Coin for Coin offerings related to services as scheduled,
TradeSafeX platforms, and exchanges of services across
the platforms within the ecosystem.

LOOX COIN

• LOOX is used on TradeSafeX for the  below fees

• Exchange fees

• Token/ Coin Listing fees

• Deposit/ Withdrawal Charges  e-wallet 

processing fees

• Token/ Coin Swap fees



LOOX Benefits

All the approved KYC accountholders on SafePe will get premium  
discounts for using LOOX on the Fees paid within the SafePe  ecosystem

Year 1
50% discount

Year 2
25% discount

Year 3
12.5% discount

Year 4
6.75% discount

Year 5
0% discount



TheChallenges  vs.Solutions

SafePe



THE CHALLENGES

0 301 Liquidity Issues

0 2  Security Risk

Market  
Regulation

0 4 Settlement  
Charges



Liquidity Issue
0 1

Adequate liquidity is an important factor for  any exchange. It helps the
execution of trade  and operations run efficiently. The exchange  
business needs to act as an intermediary or as  a counter party for certain 
transactions which  involve proprietary trades to enable and  accelerate 
further transaction speeds. it'll be  time-consuming building up 
liquidity from  other cryptocurrency exchanges and various  
counterparties, however, can be time-eating  and costly. in any other 
event, transactions  must be done within the OTC marketplace  (over-
the-counter, buy-and-promote  marketplace) at agreedrates.

The primary aim of this [initial Coin offering] is  
to provide ample liquidity to our customers.
We are able to provide swift and secure  
execution of our clients' orders because we  
have proper management of our properties in  
TradeSafeX Furthermore, TradeSafeX will be  
integrated with other big cryptocurrency  
exchanges and liquidity aggregators such as  
Binance, Bitfinex, Bithumb, and Kraken. We  
assume that the consolidation of a number of  
crypto exchanges and crypto brokers would  
provide our customers with market depth and  
rate discovery forcryptocurrencies.

LOOX & Liquidity  Aggregator



Security Risk
0 2

The details are made available to the general  public. Since 
blockchain is irreversible, it is  more susceptible to mistakes, 
robbery, and  property loss as a result of a variety of  
malicious attacks and fraudulent sports (e.g.,  ransomware,
phishing, hacking, and outright  theft of personal 
belongings) or explicitly  inaccurate records input. The 
restoration or  freezing of such properties is not possible  
without forking the cryptocurrency to deny  the
transactions in question.

TradeSafeX Book &  
Multisignature Wallets

We Secure crypto assets through the usage  
of multi-signature wallet services provided  
through BitG. for storing Bitcoin, Bitcoin  
cash, and ETH TRX SOL ETC Coin. 
Our offline trading  platform -
TradeSafeXbook will provide off- chain
inter-and intra-change trades. We trust  
TradeSafeX is the first retail alternate to  
provide off-chain best trading services



Market Regulation

Banks and licensed brokers will continue to  resist 
cryptocurrency adoption before more  consistent
legislation allows their handling more  precise.
Transparent regulatory mechanisms are  not readily
available in most markets.
Furthermore, several national regulatory bodies  
have yet to agree on a common business  
description for "Security tokens" Vs "Utility  tokens."
As a result, many of the most important  
cryptocurrency exchanges in the world's major  
monetary capital markets are unregulated.

Compliance

We have all of the requisite licenses in all of the  
jurisdictions where we perform. We're also in the  
process of applying for safety token enterprise  
licenses , where we'll be able to provide security  
token listing and exchange services. We shall  
update soon

0 3



Costly Clearingor  
Settlement

Free movement of fiat currencies continues to  
be challenging, especially in the several  
underserved and constrained markets in which  
we function, because of A) gradual processing,
B) greater prices, C) transaction limits, D) local  
restrictions and E) lengthy compliance  
strategies. Furthermore, many exchanges refuse  
to operate in any capacity other than that of a  
neutral third party that facilitates trades between  
buyers and sellers. As a result, people on the  
global market will have a tougher time buying  
and selling cryptocurrencies with fiat money.

Clearing Mechanism&  
TradeSafeX Book

We will link account holders and participant  
agents within our network of regional exchanges  
to different third birthday party exchange around  
the world through our consolidated clearing and  
agreement platform, TradeSafeX e-book. We'll  
also create a multi-currency financial institution  
to settle fiat money between brokers. Clients of  
the brokers may deposit or withdraw their local  
fiat forex at lower fees and in far less time as a  
result of this. We also serve as the purchaser  
counterparty with TradeSafeX ebook, facilitating  
trades with matched buy and sell orders for later  
clearing and settlement.

0 4



The LOOX Coin will be provided to  provide greater liquidity 
and a common  local foreign currency to the  TradeSafeX 
group. We will be able to  provide our account holders with 
faster,  more convenient, and incredibly green  
transactional services thanks to LOOX.  We will include the 
following facilities in  order to comply with all legal and  
regulatory laws in all jurisdictions  where we work.

TRADESAFEX’S  BUSINESS MODEL

TradeSafeXBook- Offline Wallet

TradeSafeXInstant

TradeSafeX Book: Exchange Trading

TradeSafeX Book -Liquidity Aggregator

TradeSafeX Book -Proprietary Trading
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When an account holder places an order to buy  
cryptocurrency (such as Bitcoin or Ether) through  
[TradeSafex Instant, funds are instantly withdrawn  
from his Local wallet.

The purchased cryptocurrency will be credited  
routinely to Users cryptocurrency wallet. The same  
manner applies when a user makes an order to sell  
his cryptocurrency for local fiat currency.

We can immediately withdraw funds from local  
currency wallets and credit the purchased  
cryptocurrency to the cryptocurrency wallet until an  
account holder places an order to buy for a  
cryptocurrency (e.g. Bitcoin, Ether) through  
TradeSafeX.

TradeSafeX on the spot is a service on the  
TradeSafeX exchange that is optimized for  
customers who want to use  
cryptocurrencies but want to convert to fiat  
currency quickly to avoid charge fluctuation  
risk. TradeSafeX is also the point of entry  
and exit for new account holders who want  
to switch from fiat forex to cryptocurrency.

Tra deSa feX Instant

4
When an account holder places an order to  
exchange cryptocurrency for local fiat currency, the  
same approach is used.

Apart from major cryptocurrencies such as  
Bitcoin and Ethereum, we will also list LOOX  
and other promising IEO tokens, which account  
holders can purchase with fiat currencies.



We can offer LOOX users the intensity and breadth of our whole 
network of operations across the world and for this reason
better price discovery for executing trades, and 
faster clearing and settlements.

TradeSafeX has installed a wide variety of neighborhood  bank bills, 
which enables manage the rate charged to  neighborhood account 
holders and expedites positive  withdrawal requests. This gives 
TradeSafeX an advantage  over global exchanges, wherein the 
withdrawal system takes  numerous days through the inner bank 
transfer system to  clear payments. Furthermore, currency controls 
in many of  the countries where we work make it important that the  
Exchange service provider has a local bank account and  cash 
management capability, just as we do.

TradeSafeX  
Book: Exchange  
Trading Platform



Although Best execution is essential to investors, the  
protection of exchanges and cryptocurrency trading is  
becoming increasingly important. To this end, all of our  
exchanges will make offline storage the primary  
accountholder wallet, and any adjustment made inside the  
TRADESAFEX buying and selling gadget that corresponds to  
an offline order will be processed with ultra settlement  
speed.

Other cryptocurrency exchange providers, the majority of  
which own just a single trade, open accounts on exchanges  
in various countries to provide their clients with global  
scope. We, on the other hand, can provide the reach of our  
geographically diverse culture through our ownership and  
operation of global exchanges. We can now offer offline  
cross-border trading between our customers' thanks to this  
community.

We believe that this offline  
order ebook offers a  
completely unique trading  
mechanism for our account  
holders, resulting in a more  
comfortable and convenient  
buying and selling  environment.

Tra deSafeX Book-
Offline Wallet



Our multimarket, single offline order ebook  mechanism 
links all local TradeSafeX exchanges into  a single point 
of liquidity, based on smart order  routing period, which 
operates on superior algorithmic  and device trading to 
maintain low latency and ensure  satisfactory buying 
and selling charges.

SMART ORDER ROUTING  
TECHNOLOGYThe aim is to provide a single interface  

TradeSafeX eboo] that serves all of our  
users' needs, avoiding counterparty risk  
while allowing us to rate the order e-
book in a variety of major and minor fiat  
currencies.

The Technology has been developed  
by an experienced team in Foreign  
Exchange trading over the years



For keeping open orders, aggregated order-book-building,  
sorting, and matching wonderful orders based on charge,  
timestamp, extent, and different priorities, our matching  
engine uses in-memory storage, referred to as a Key-value  
hold. Since there are no I/O operations within (enter and  
output operations via socket or file system), the engine can  
handle orders with throughputs exceeding one million  
transactions per second.

TradeSafeX Book

Liquidity Aggregator

Our TradeSafeX can connect  
to Bigger crypto-liquidity  
providers and process over a  
million orders per sec thanks  
to smart order routing.



For keeping open orders, aggregated order-book-building,  
sorting, and matching wonderful orders based on charge,  
timestamp, extent, and different priorities, our matching  
engine uses in-memory storage, referred to as a Key-value  
hold. Since there are no I/O operations within (enter and  
output operations via socket or file system), the engine can  
handle orders with throughputs exceeding one million  
transactions per second.

TradeSafeX Book
Liquidity Aggregator

Our TradeSafeX can connect  to 
Bigger crypto-liquidity  providers and 
process over a  million orders per sec 
thanks  to smart order routing.

SafePe



Any on-chain transaction can be carried out by sourcing the  
best rates on the world's major exchanges, but it will be  
checked offline and confirmed by the TradeSafeX book,  
guaranteeing near-on-the-spot buying and selling.

TradeSafeX Book
Propr ieta ry Trading

Since imbalances in trades of unique belongings can cause  
arbitrages on occasion, our proprietary buyers will actively  
monitor our system account balances to ensure adequate  
liquidity to our customers. The TradeSafeX ExchangeCoin is  
the vehicle for maintaining this stability.

TradeSafeX e-book would  play a key 
role in the new  trading platform. We 
can  execute trades on the  
TradeSafeX ebook and  conduct 
technique  agreements of Cold-
wallet- backed trades that include  
the T+3 on-chain agreement.

We expect to see spread compression and a decrease in the  
price differences that currently exist in the world as a result of  
connecting underserved markets with the largest exchanges.
We will be able to give our users the best prices in our network  
and from global exchanges with reduced or removed regional  
anomalies using TradeSafeX Book.



To execute the appropriate & best movement of funds between on-
chain and offline storage, we will provide prime brokerage services to  
execute trades for later settlement, similar to how orders are packed  
with matched buy and sell orders but settled later through clearing and  
settlements in traditional securities markets.

TradeSafeX -
Brokerage Plus

Since certain trades can no  longer be 
conducted on the  immutable public  
blockchain, the offline  buying and 
selling  environment has the added  
benefit of allowing certain  trades to be
redone.

Before moving settlement of users' funds from the cold wallet  
scenario, the time frame needed for physical agreement is for  
validating the variations of on-chain/offline transmission of assets  
based totally on a three-day cooling-off coverage. With the support of  
the trader, belongings can be properly ascertained within the cold  
wallet scenario, enabling trades to be verified quickly.

There will be scenarios where eligible customers will be accounted for  
and their accounts will be used for free and transactions will be  
executed. There are plans to create features to further expand for  
trades who will operate & choose derivative trades like puts, calls and  
futures agreements in the future



TRADESAFEX’s Technical Architecture

For high concurrency, the TRADESAFEX framework is  
based on the EC2 Platform and programmed in Java. To  
ensure high order-matching speed, each trading pair is  
transmitted via a dedicated order-matching engine by  
design. To accomplish this, TRADESAFEX's order-
matching engine is made up of microservices that include  
a front end, API back end, order-matching mechanism,  and 
job/message to enable speed & scalability

All transaction records are stored in the Database of  
Spanner, a database with high consistency and horizontal  
auto-scaling capabilities.

The statistics of the order e-book are stored in  Redis
Clust which is a database for creation &  

generation featuring disbursed replication of in-
memory and horizontal auto-scaling. Web Socket is  
used to send transactions and order book updates,  
allowing for real-time information updates at any  
tick.

In TRADESAFEX can ensure a complete & robust  
system, scalability, and strength for software  
development. The below are various processes  
excellence if follows.

Test-driven development
Continuous Improvement
Continuous Integration



TRADESAFEX
features Since TRADESAFEX provides a broad range of  

sophisticated services to meet users' needs at every  
stage, we decided to make it easier for customers to  
exchange crypto assets by using either our simple type  
of platform or our more advanced platform to trade  
leveraged items.

We provide one-of-a-kind systems where LOOX can be  
used to simplify trading execution, provide liquidity, and  
as a pricing mechanism for TradeSafeX's offerings, all  
types of buying and selling alternatives.

TradeSafeX ExchangeCoin (LOOX) is our  
primary vehicle for this mission, as well as our  
platform's primary function; it excels at raising  
liquidity for all market participants, regardless  
of any kind of foreign currency accessibility.



Provides a simple way to buy or sell cryptocurrency  
in preset or custom mode for all crypto LOOX.

All related business records, expenditures, and order  
types are shown in complete transparency.

Trades can be executed offline with ease using a  
proprietary trading desk and order e-book.

Custom Front end interface which offers fiat  
currencies that can be multiple.

Available Multi-language support with Automatized  
spread calculation included in the order price.

Compatible with the most commonly deployed  
payment systems on the market.

TRADESAFEX  INSTANT -INSTANT  BUY-AND-
SELL/EXCHANGE FIAT-CRYPTO, CRYPTO-FIATSafePe



TRADESAFEX BOOK-
SECURE NETWORK  
EXCHANGE
(crypto-crypto)

Single Platform for trading Bitcoin, utility  
tokens and altcoins

To monitor & flollow the process of token  
listing

In an order-sharing network, you will get  
Advance order matching.

Opportunity to introduce more  
cryptocurrency

Customer will get various order types  
which will also include market, stop-
Deposits, limit and withdrawals

Well structure database & dashboard



LOOX Coin used by  
Premium user for  
Travel Services
The usage of LOOX is very much integral for
the users to experience & use the services of
Booking Travel tickets & Other services.

As the native Coin LOOX coin will be used by
Premium account holders for travel Services
on the Online platform within SafePe

Payment instructions displayed on websites

Updates like Push notifications  

Immediate Settlement of Accounts  

Bonus, Discounts & Incentive



Cryptocurrency

TRADESAFEX SUPPORT

Currency

Listing of new coins based on following:
Founders are Experienced & Credible  User 
community with significant numbers
Volume and liquidity is competitive & healthy  
Multisignature security featire

Demand  
Country  
Legalities

Fiat currencies added based on following





LOOX is a Altcoin.

LOOX multi purpose use
Algorithm : X11
RPC port  
P2P port

30171
30172

Block reward  
Block halving

30 coins
210000 blocks

Coin supply 20600000 coins  
Premine amount 8000000 coins
Uperblock reward 10%
Masternode reward 50%
Masternode amount 25000 coins  
Masternode confirmations 15 blocks
Coinbase maturity 20 ( + 1 default confirmation) blocks
Target spacing 1 minutes  
Target timespan 5 minutes  
Transaction confirmations 6 blocks
Node 1
Node 2

node1.safepe.org  
node2.safepe.org

Technology Development2 5%

2 .5%

2 .5%

Bounty & Airdrop Program

SafePe core team &  
Project advisors

LOOX Coin Features & Distribution

70 % Operations

LOOX Coin Allocation
TRADESAFEX will issue LOOX



Target Market

We aim to target all agen  group 
people who are  interested to learn 
& trade in cryptocurrencies,  looking 
for opportunity in Fintech products

Traffic Buying
TradeSafeX will focus on online  
advertisements which are  
targeted and will drive community  
Search engines and social media  
network will be primary platforms  
for running the advertising  
campaigns

Marketing  
Strategy

Positioning
Off-chain and on-chain  
trading provide secured  
liiquidity and tradingg desk

Demographics
As per market research and  
analysis the target demographics 
will be mainly Asian countries  
approved as per FATF



Local blockchain media

For brand recognition, we can  hire media from 
the best local  media corporations to leverage  
our sturdy local network and  deep knowledge of 
local  markets

Direct Crypto and Blockchain advertising networks

Advertising

CoinTraffic.io

Bitmedia.io

Global – Crypto media

CoinMarketCap
LiveCoinWatch
Btcointalk Coincodex
Coingecko

SafePe will focus more on advertising  networks 
which Blockchain update and  media which is 
doing well in Local market.



Community Building

Affiliate Marketing Referral Program Trading Promotions



COMMUNITY OUTREACH
For our IOE to succeed, there should be extremely strong communities whiich should participate & engage in  
our initiatives. We also can work with these communities to gather inputs/feedback and work together. The  
TRADESAFEX community will be constructed and strategically located the use of diverse online channels and  
seo. We will use e-mail advertising and SMS marketing to generate and nurture our leads and present clients



TRADESAFEX’s
Roadmap

Strategic Global Partnership with VeChain( VET)
April 2022

Launch of Multiple Utilility services & GLobal Mass  
Adoption of SafePeCoin
October 2022

Reasearch on DigitalAssets utility
July 2020
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Airdrop & Marketing
March 2021

Commence SafePe e-mart utility services
January 2023

Trade SafePe LOOX coin on exchange
June 2021

Synergy & Research in Agriculture Ecosystem
September 2021

5
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support@tradsafex.com

https://tme/SAFEPECOIN

CONTACT US
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